OUR EXPERTISE: DIVERSE, CONTEXT-DRIVEN, AND HIGH-QUALITY DEVELOPMENT
UNITED PROPERTIES

NITSCH ENGINEERING

United Properties traces its roots back to 1916 when it was formed to own and manage the real estate
assets of the Hamm’s Brewing Company. Today, United Properties is a privately-owned commercial
real estate development and investment firm with offices in Minneapolis and Denver. Recent projects
include everything from industrial and manufacturing hubs to rehabilitation and redevelopment in the
urban core.

Nitsch Engineering is a multi-disciplined engineering and surveying rm offering an integrated suite
of services to ef ciently serve the needs of our building/site development and infrastructure clients.
Our civil, transportation, and structural engineers; land surveyors; planners; and GIS specialists work
collaboratively to deliver client-focused, creative, cost-effective, and sustainable project solutions. We
have earned the con dence of our clients, as illustrated by the fact that 92% of our work comes from repeat
clients. Founded in 1989, we have worked on major private development and public infrastructure projects
in 18 states and ve countries. Nitsch Engineering is the largest women-owned business enterprise
(WBE) civil engineering rm in Massachusetts, and is also WBE-certi ed in New York, Pennsylvania, and
Virginia.

THOR DEVELOPMENT
Founded in 1980, THOR Construction has grown to a Nationally recognized organization built on a
foundation of hard work and dedication specializing in General Contracting, Construction Management,
Design-Build, Consulting and Concrete. Through many economic ups and downs, THOR Construction,
Inc. has continued to prosper. Our honesty, integrity, and upfront approach have allowed us to become
who we are today and will guide us into the future.

Target Station, MPLS - United Properties / PPA / Thor

At THOR Construction we believe in sharing our opportunities with everyone. We strive to be remembered
in the communities in which we work for capturing the feel of the community and complimenting it
with our solid work performance. At THOR, we are helping to build a better tomorrow, making us a
world-class organization today. Thor’s Mission is “To eradicate barriers to entry and mobility in our
industry in order to reinforce hope and ambition within the human spirit of underutilized people, while
simultaneously incentivizing disciplined skill acquisition.”

FIRST AVENUE PRODUCTIONS
As the longest continually running entertainment and music venue in the Twin Cities, First Avenue’s
roots in the community are deep and far-reaching. First Avenue books and promotes over 1,000 events
annually in Minnesota. First Avenue Productions curates events outside of our owned properties,
including outdoor concert and festival experiences. We book, promote, and market events at:
• Target Center, Xcel Energy
• Hennepin Theatre Trust Group, Northrop Auditorium
• Roy Wilkins, Myth, Cabooze Outdoor Plaza
• Festival Palomino, Canterbury Park & Hall’s Island (15,000 capacity)
• Bayfront Festival Park, Duluth (15,000 capacity)
• Hall’s Island (8,000 capacity)
• Surly Brewing Festival Field (5,000 capacity)
• The Cedar Cultural Center, Fine Line, Amsterdam, Triple Rock
• Over 30 additional venues in Minnesota and Wisconsin
First Avenue isn’t confined to just its star-adorned building. We own and operate:
• First Avenue Mainroom (1,550 capacity)
• 7th St Entry (250 capacity)
• The Depot Tavern
• The Turf Club, St. Paul (350 capacity)
• Clown Lounge, St. Paul (75 capacity)
• The Palace Theatre, St. Paul (3,000 capacity)

COEN + PARTNERS
Coen+Partners started in 1992 as a Landscape Architecture firm rooted in principles of contextual
design, minimalist aesthetic, and impeccable craft. We seek projects that prioritize design excellence
and clients that value our immersive design process. Our work spans a wide range of scales, uses, and
geographies, each reflecting an understanding of site, visual beauty, and environmental advocacy.

Brooklyn Bridge Park, NY - Nitcsh Engineering

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
Bridges are an essential element of our nation’s infrastructure, and Nitsch Engineering’s structural
engineers devise innovative, cost-effective, and sustainable solutions that keep our communities safe.
Our staff are experienced in designing new bridges, rehabilitating older bridges, providing NBIS bridge
inspection, and assessing bridge load rating.
GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
Using principles of biomimicry, ecohydrology, and ecological restoration, and often incorporating
rainwater harvesting, Nitsch Engineering’s integrated approach results in sites that more closely re ect
natural ecological patterns than traditional engineering techniques, while accomplishing the program
objectives.

Loos Wiles Building, MPLS - United Properties

PLANNING
Nitsch Engineering works with our clients to prepare feasibility studies and master plan documents
that evaluate alternatives with the goal of providing the “best use” plan for the site and environmentally
sound solutions. We identify potential impacts, obtain project approvals, manage public participation,
and follow through with the permitting process.
Industrial Mixed-Use, MN - United Properties / El Dorado / C+P
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ECONOMIC IMPACT

SUSTAINABLE
TRANSIT
PARTNERS

ZERO
WASTE
EVENT

160*

TOTAL EMPLOYEES

3x

NEIGHBORHOOD
BUSINESS
INCREASE

$672,000*
GROSS EVENT SALES

55

TOTAL VOLUNTEERS

Performance Metrics at Hall’s Island - First Avenue Productions
"Hall's Island was the best day of sales we've ever had"
Herbivorous Butcher | Onsite food vendor

Market Station Mixed-Use, CO - El Dorado Architects

LSE ARCHITECTS
Lawal Scott Erickson Architects is a Minneapolis based architecture, interior design, and planning firm
dedicated to providing our clients with a high level of service based on our combined knowledge of
our client’s markets. We approach the market with a “Seller/Doer” model where the partners are fully
engaged in all phases of the project’s life-cycle.

el dorado inc.

"Owners of businesses in the area also hope the music
continues. Elsie's, a bar nearby, saw its business triple
before the concert. The story was the same with the
N.E. Yacht Club Bar." Fox9
* = ESTIMATED

Founded in 2011 by Mohammed Lawal, Quin Scott and Ron Erickson (Co-founder of Krosunsky Krank
Erickson Architects), LSE’s partners bring a combined history of over 90 years of producing high quality
projects that exceed our client’s expectations. We have extensive experience in multiple markets and
truly understand the core business needs to make a project successful. Our market areas include
community, education, entertainment, development, office, gaming, hospitality, lodging and resorts. We
are an entrepreneurial environment integrating business and architectural solutions creating inspiring
environments and efficient operational designs to maximize our client’s business.
Our approach is hands on and our partners are fully engaged in all phases of the work.

Wilco Performance at Hall’s Island - First Avenue Productions

Verizon Theater, AL - LSE Architects

PPA was established as a Woman Owned Business in 2003 to provide professional civil engineering
services for site development projects for industrial, institutional, multi-family residential, governmental,
commercial & educational projects. PPA has experience working on B3, LEED, Green Building Design
and Living Building Challenge methodology & implements sustainable design practices on projects
as a matter of professional practice. PPA staff of registered professional engineers has over 30 years
of experience in civil engineering for site development projects. PPA prides itself on their outstanding
quality of work, excellent communication skills & creative engineering solutions.
CERTIFICATIONS
MUCP Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE)
CERT Program Small, Woman-owned Business Enterprise (S/WBE)
Minnesota Small, Woman Owned Business (S/WBE)

El dorado inc was founded in 1996 as an expression of a shared admiration for well-designed, wellbuilt places. El dorado became synonymous with a deep respect for and hands on participation in the
craft of building. Today, our multi-disciplinary firm is managed by three partners — David Dowell, Josh
Shelton and Doug Stockman. Inspired by shared interests and a collective sense of purpose in turning
an abandoned industrial area into a home for working artists and creative industries, el dorado was
part of the early efforts to organize the Crossroads Arts District in downtown Kansas City.

Thor P3 Development, N. MPLS - Thor / LSE Architects

CERTIFICATIONS
African American Owned Business (MBE), CERT, MNUCP

PIERCE PINI ENGINEERING

We are a firm rooted in collaboration and the belief that good design can come from anywhere. This
value manifests itself in two particular ways: first, we take professional collaboration very seriously. We
seek out innovative architects, artists, and specialty designers with the goal of creating integrated work
as a team. Second, we sincerely value the input of our clients, project stakeholders, and the public.
We have led extensive and genuine public engagement processes in communities around the country,
resulting in design that is embraced by the communities in which it exists. Coen+Partners recent work
spans the United States and the world, ranging from city planning to roof gardens.

EL DORADO ARCHITECTS

TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING
Nitsch Engineering recognizes that the transportation elements of a project – including vehicle, bicycle,
and pedestrian traf c – often set the tone for how a project is balanced in the surrounding environment.
We perform traf c studies, prepare transportation master plans, and provide roadway design and
permitting.

US Bank Stadium, MPLS - PPA / Thor

JUXTAPOSITION ARTS

We have since gone on to formalize our experience in community building by leading complex, interdisciplinary teams to re-imagine public spaces throughout the Midwest region through urban design
work, streetscape projects, parks and infrastructure. As a result of our success as community
builders, we are often called upon to execute unusual public building challenges such as vehicle
impound facilities and tough adaptive re-use conversions.
Washington Square Park, MO - Coen+Partners / El Dorado

Juxtaposition Arts develops community by engaging and employing young urban artists in hands-on
education initiatives that create pathways to self-sufficiency while actualizing creative power. We combine
art & design education and youth empowerment with a social-enterprise business model. Students
begin with Visual Art Literacy Training (VALT) and then have opportunities to be employed while learning
and teaching professional design, production & marketing skills in one of five social-enterprise studios
that produce high-quality design products and services for sale to local and national customers.

East 9th St. Lawrence, KS - El Dorado / Coen+Partners

UPPER HARBOR WILL BE AN EQUITABLE DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCE
EDUCATION &
INVOLVEMENT

HEALTHY DEVELOPMENT IN
NORTH MPLS

LOCAL ART, OUTREACH, &
INVESTMENT

9th Street: ELDO / C+P
Years of community engagement and
rigorous design conversation led to a truly
collaborative result in the East 9th St.
neighborhood of Lawrence, KS; avoiding
trends of high-rise trends, the design
embraced the community’s uniqueness
and historically significant culture, art, and
vision.

Sunray Library: LSE
In an under-served St. Paul neighborhood,
LSE worked with Children & Nature Network,
St. Paul Parks & Rec, and St. Paul Libraries
to apply for a Wells Fargo Grant expanding
programing into the adjacent Park. This
includes a year long “backpack program”
that introduces children and families to
nature.

Hawthorne Eco-Village: C+P
This development plan on North Lowry Ave
provided a model for healthy, sustainable,
safe, & livable communities through a
process of community meetings with
neighborhood residents /leaders, & nonprofit agencies. The resultant work is
currently under construction.

WEBBER PARK: LSE
LSE worked closely with the Near North
Community, Henn. County and MPRB in the
creation of an artistic library consisting of
424 custom granite wall panels indigenous
to MN, composed in poetic manner to reflect
the diverse neighborhood. There were 12
Community Engagement meetings that
involved many people of color from North.

Environmental Impact
• Stewardship of Food, Water, Air 		
Quality, Material Selection
• Reducing the Carbon Footprint
• Energy Utilization Intensity
Economic Returns
• Free Cash Flow (NOI)
• Capital Appreciation (IRR)
• Return on Investment (ROI)
Our use of quantifiable data around each
measured value allows us to provide realtime analysis of trade-off implications,
management of finite resources, and
the mitigation of risk during both the
community
engagement
process,
entitlements, final design selection, and
construction. This integrated value-based
approach to development allows us to
achieve the often dreamed about in places
of systemic disinvestment. We are excited
to utilize our approach in conjunction with
Juxtaposition for the Arts, First Avenue,
and United Properties to bring a holistic
vision together for the Upper Harbor
Terminal.
Please refer to our proposal for more
detail on project examples of equitable
development, at the top of the page (to
the right) is a small sample of such
project’s our team has completed.

COMMUNITY GREEN (NW BLOCK) WITH ACTIVE PROGRAM AND PLAYGROUND

We believe in community engagment and we will listen, we have attended every open house
the MPRB has hosted for the Upper Harbor community engagement process and our team
member JXTA was a contributing member for the 9/29 open house with the specific topic of
equitable development.

KEY STAKEHOLDERS

COMMUNITY
STAKEHOLDERS

DEVELOPMENT TEAM

FIRST AVENUE
PRODUCTIONS

UNITED
PROPERTIES

THOR
DEVELOPMENT

development partner

master developer

development partner

The outreach thus far has been innovative, diverse, and unique; we love that and want to build
on the progress and work that the MPRB and city have put forth. We are here to be partners.

CITY OF
MINNEAPOLIS

MINNEAPOLIS
PARK AND REC
BOARD

JUXTAPOSITION ARTS
programming partners

All quotes below were documented at the series of MPRB open house meetings we attended.
We hear you and believe in equitable development.

A trail,
because I
would bike
there

Living wage
jobs. Job park
critical to
closing the
gaps

Place for
musicians/
concerts

A busy
neighborhood with
co-op housing and
small businesses
steps down to the
river.

Xcel lines
removed,
Land bridge
I94

DESIGN TEAM

Commitment to
equity and local
(Northside) hiring
on all build out,
development and
engagement

COEN+PARTNERS

MN ORCHESTRA
MN OPERA

planning / urban design

programming partners

NITSCH
ENGINEERING

PIERCE PINI
ENGINEERING

EL DORADO
ARCHITECTS

LSE ARCHITECTS

engineering / ecology

civil engineering

architecture / urban design

architecture

Intergeneration
access,
amenities (not
just family stuff)
and security

AVE.

3D TOUR

Social Inclusion:
• Access to Opportunity
• Mobility of Choice
• Fulfillment of Legacy
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THOR HQ: THOR / LSE
The team of Thor / LSE has been working
in the Near North Minneapolis Community
in a collaborative, inclusive and engaged
community process for the design of Thor’s
new corporate headquarters for the past
year. This project has included several
partners that have all been engaged to
“lean in” & create greater economic and
participation opportunities for all.

RETAINING CHARACTER &
AVOID GENTRIFICATION

AV
E.

THOR Companies will lead the team in
approaches for equitable development
through a transparent and quantifiable
value-based strategy rooted in Social
Inclusion, Environmental Impact, and
Economic Returns. Each value has
specific measures that are used to
determine THOR’s level of involvement
on a project and the selection our project
partners, development programming,
form, function and finish of the design,
and the overall site selection strategy.

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION

LO
W
RY

EQUITABLE
DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGY

Experience with
doing development
projects that
impact low wealth
communities and
communities of
colors
Hire locally

October 12, 2016
Ann Calvert
City of Minneapolis
Department of Community Planning and Economic Development
105 5th Avenue South, Suite 200
Minneapolis, MN 55401
RE: Upper Harbor Terminal Community Partnership
Dear Ann, the City of Minneapolis, Minneapolis Parks and Recreation Board and
Recommendation Committee:
Juxtaposition Arts is pleased to announce that we are joining the development team of United
Properties | First Avenue | THOR Companies as the lead Community Partner. Our proximity and
connectedness to North Minneapolis and the regional arts community make us a great valueadd to the team. As part of our role we will work directly with the development team to lead
tactical community engagement and support public space design and the integration of public
art. In addition, THOR, United and First Ave have committed to bringing our youth apprentices
on board throughout the process to provide real project experience as well as exposure to
different career paths in art and design.
As part of the team, our goal is to ensure that the plan created through this project will result in a
place where current North Minneapolis residents feel comfortable and welcome, and a
development that will have tangible benefit to current residents, for example, through accessible
jobs, housing, shopping, and other amenities. We will do this by working to ensure that
community members have the information and resources they need to fully participate in the
planning process, and by ensuring that the collection, analysis, and implementation of
community stakeholder input is implemented to the fullest extent possible.
We are uniquely positioned because of our existing community relationships and past work in
creative community engagement to gather authentic community voices and advocate for an
equitable development approach for the Upper Harbor Terminal. On this project, we have
accountability not just to our partners on the development team and you as the client, but also to
the North Minneapolis community that we have called home for over 20 years, and will continue
to be a part of after the development planning process is complete.
We thank our Development Partners for including us early on in the process and we also
applaud the Upper Harbor Recommendation Committee for prioritizing equitable community
involvement. Our organization is fired up to dig right in with our neighbors and development
team, and impact this region for centuries to come.
Sincerely,

DeAnna Cummings
CEO & Co-founder
2007 Emerson Avenue North, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55411
(612) 588-1148 www.juxtaposition.org

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM: LET US BUILD WITH YOU
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Across the entire site, we are proposing the following:
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In addition, we propose a two acre parcel (keyed number 7 on the plan) for
an incubator development program for community or non-profit use. We
VE
envision
working with the community to identify a non-profit development
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partner to lead the visioning and implementation of uses on this site.
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INVESTMENT IN THE FUTURE:The Upper Harbor Terminal site is 48 acres, covering just over a
mile of riverfront. Additionally, United Properties and Thor Development have site control over an
additional 5.5 acres of land contiguous or in close proximity. We have included all 53.5 acres in our
development concept. One of the critical infrastructure improvements will be the relocation of the
high tension electrical transmission lines. We have looked at a variety of options, but look forward
to collaborating with Xcel Energy and the City to find the highest value solution.

PUBLIC OPEN SPACE

PUT GREEN SPACE TO WORK: We see the public realm as a major driver of real estate value.
In addition to a 100-foot riverwalk, we propose a central node of green space surrounding the
industrial relics at the terminus of Dowling. We propose a connection —in whatever way feasible
— to the north to establish the link to North Mississippi Regional Park. Additionally, we view streets
throughout the district as a critical component of the public realm. We envision complete streets
that encourage pedestrian and bicycle traffic, facilitate transit improvements, and calm vehicular
traffic.

2017

2018

2019

Coordinated Plan
Due Diligence
Community Engagement
Schematic Design
Interim Programming
see proposed business terms

Implementation
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UHT BOUNDARY
48 ACRES

700 TO 1000 Homes
100,000 TO 150,000 SqFt of creative office space
40,000 TO 70,000 SqFt of retail
180,000 SqFt of advanced manufacturing
8,000 TO 10,000 Seat entertainment venue

TIMELINE:
Q4

13

1

2

3

4

5

4

16

18

17

Q3

15

15

16

17

Q2

6

10

5

7

We are committed to:
• Equity
• Innovative stormwater
management
• Ecological river edges
• Multi-modal streets
• Stormwater capture from
buildings and parking structures
• Low impact development
• Contextual Design
• Culturally Significant Design
• Sustainability Strategies
• Diversity

Q1

9

8

9

16

11

The river walk & relics can be:
1 - 2.5 Acres		
Housing + retail/restaurant
• Active and recreational
2 - 3.3 Acres		
Housing + retail/restaurant
• A place to watch the city
3 - 5.1 Acres		
Housing + retail/restaurant
• A communal gathering space
4 - 4.2 Acres		
Industrial + office/housing
• A pedestrian and bike way
5 - 4.5 Acres		
Industrial + office/housing
• For all seasons
6 - 5.3 Acres		
Performing Arts Center
7 - 1.9 Acres		
Incubator Development
• Markets
8 - *4.2 Acres
Industrial + office/housing
• Ice Skating
* Parcel 8 is controlled by United Properties, but not part of the Upper Harbor Terminal site.
• Food and Beverage
• Playgrounds
The strength of our team is the broad range of interests and investment goals. • Interpretive learning
Aligned behind a singular vision, we have knit together a genuinely diverse • Rock Climbing
range of uses that are symbiotic with one another.
• Social / Community space
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N. Washington Ave.
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We envision the development of the river walk and central green space to
take place in tandem with the first phase of development through an agreed
upon public/private partnership structure.
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PARK: 18 ACRES

Q1

1. Industrial Relics - Park
2. Amphitheater - Lawn
3. Amphitheater - Stage/Covered Seats
4. Amphitheater - Facilities/Backhouse
5. Incubator Development Parcel
6. Pedestrian Bridge
7. Railway
8. Neighboring Structure - To Remain
9. Mixed Use - Light Industrial Prototype (L.I.P.)
10. L.I.P. - Loading Zone
11. L.I.P - Maker Space
12. Stormwater Pipe Outlet
13. Mixed Use - Commercial
14. Mixed Use - Open Space
15. Parking/Loading Zone - Potential
16. Underground Parking Entrance
17. Residential Tower
18. Woonerf Street/Plaza

DEVELOPMENT: *31 ACRES

Dowling Ave. N

36th Ave. N

PLAN

S

CONNECT THE NEIGHBORHOOD TO THE RIVER: It is critical to the success of the project that North
Minneapolis communities feel connected to the river. We propose strong pedestrian connections at
Dowling — along the existing bridge — and at 36th along a new pedestrian and bicycle link.
PRESERVE THE INDUSTRIAL RELICS: The existing industrial structures are
CREAT an incredible asset
and an icon along the riverfront. We propose preserving and rehabilitating theE structures
to serve
GREE
NWAY
contemporary function within the setting of a riverfront park.
CLAIM A 100-FOOT RIVER WALK: The Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board has made it its
mission to create publicly accessible river access. We propose a broad 100-foot band of green
space along the entire river frontage. This preserves public access, creates a green buffer to soften
portions of the river edge, and offers enough width to program specific nodes along its length.

CONNECTIONS & DEVELOPMENT

DIVERSIFY USES AND USERS: We envision a broad mix of uses to fully realize the potential
of the Upper Harbor Terminal site. Industrial heritage will meet advanced manufacturing and
maker space. Modular housing will meet creative office and supportive retail. Entertainment and
performance space will enliven the neighborhood and the surrounding open space.
CREATE STRATEGIC CONNECTIONS: In addition to the physical connections, community
connections will be essential to the long-term success of the project. We envision educational
and apprentice partnerships with advanced manufactures and maker studios. We envision local
performance groups gaining exposure and mentorship through the First Avenue performance
space. We anticipate a demand for incubation space for tech, creative, and artistic ventures. The
value of a tightly-knit urban fabric is the community that forms within it.

Design & Engineering
Infrastructure

phase-1

phase-2

Public Amenities

phase-1

phase-2

Private Development

performing arts

mixed-use

Tax Increment Financing

mixed-use

repayment

Private Financing
Land purchase

Land purchase

YOUR TEAM: COMMITMENT & UNDERSTANDING
As an organized team we have been
preparing for this opportunity for nearly
two years. We have imagined, researched,
hypothesized and tested ideas. We have
attended every open house hosted by the
MPRB. We’ve examined the site in granular
ways, walked it multiple times, re-imagined
the structures and projected a future for
the site that transforms our community
and the North Minneapolis’ neighborhood
relationship with the waterfront.
Every urban waterfront has its own personal
history. In order to realize a new future
for this area, we have to respect its past,
and in particular how this history assists,
constrains and influences the future
development. A key to success is a vibrant
and diverse strategy that takes advantage of
innovative trends in development. Our team
know these trends better than anyone and
will allow us to create a plan that creates
incremental change, which can be built
upon and which inspires bolder ideas as
the development progresses. Please refer
to our proposal for more detail on these
ideas and trends, to the right are a small
sample of our team’s projects that have
utilized these trends (from left to right):

URBAN INDUSTRIAL

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE:

PARK AS STIMULUS

DWELL SMALL, LIVE LARGE
& LIVE WHERE YOU WORK

Why does this matter?
There is an incredible opportunity to
explore unique mixes of uses on a site
that is iconically industrial in nature. This
is the kind of innovation that we will bring.
Recent collaboration between United
Properties, ELDO, and C+P has resulted
in a design projects that merge office,
housing, and industrial; creating bluecollar jobs and embracing site heritage.

Why does this matter?
Why does this matter?
The Upper Harbor Terminal site is the
The Upper Harbor Terminal site has an
Why does this matter?
last line of defense for much of the urban
unprecedented opportunity to capture
Nearly 50 acres of undeveloped waterfront
runoff from North Minneapolis. Executed
over a mile of riverfront for recreation,
is an unprecedented opportunity to bring
properly, these systems can elevate the
ecological function, and transportation.
a level of innovation to the creation of a
level of sustainability for the community
Creating an active, programmable park
community. It is the responsibility of any
and the river itself. They have enhance the
along the riverfront will increase the value
development team to think creatively
value and livability of these environments;
of the ISLAND
riverfront TO
location,
surrounding real
BLOCK PLAN: RHODE
CONNECTICUT
/////////////////////////
about how to serve the community
help us ensure that the future of UHT will
estate, and North Minneapolis character.
through diverse housing options, paired
with job creation.
reveal the river’s ecological significance.
This will be a North Minneapolis park.

S

WOONERF STREETS &
COMPLETE STREETS
Why does this matter?
The opportunity to create a neighborhood
from scratch bears the obligation to
rethink the way an urban neighborhood
is designed and constructed. Thinking
of streets as a shared, public realm has
health and wellness benefits, as well as
safety, community ownership and positive
economic impact.
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As East 9th Street progresses east from Rhode
Island, a small linear resting area Sis framed by
simple seating walls just north of the historic TurnS
halle structure. Permeable pavers within
parallel
parking stalls on both sides of the street maximize
parking opportunities and provide increased
opportunities for storm water management. The
shared path acts in concert with historic brick sidewalks to respect historic circulation patterns while
RHODE
ISLAND - CONNECTICUT
also accommodating
reliable ADA accessibility.
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• LIGHT INDUSTRIAL PROTOTYPE, MN UNITED PROPERTIES / ELDO / C+P
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HARDSCAPE AREA:
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• BROOKLYN BRIDGE PARK, NY UNITED PROPERTIES / ELDO / C+P		
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• WASHINGTON SQUARE PARK, MO C+P / ELDO							
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YOUR TEAM: HOW WE DEFINE SUCCESS

el dorado inc.

EQUITABLE:
HELPS ADDRESS
DISPARITIES

HIGH QUALITY:
FIRST-CLASS
REGIONAL PARK

CONNECTED:
TO COMMUNITY,
HISTORY, & RIVER

SUSTAINABLE:
INFRASTRUCTURE
& DEVELOPMENT

HIGH QUALITY:
PRIVATE
DEVELOPMENT

ACCESSIBLE:
INVITING, MULTIMODAL & DIVERSE

UHT will benefit the nearby community by
offering amenities that are physically and
financially accessible to all. The project will
bring jobs for the community and l avoid
the negetive impacts of gentrification and
displacement by pairing light industry with
a diverse residential and recreational uses.

This iconic North Minneapolis public park
will serve the neighborhood and the city
through a robust trail network through
parkways. Multi-purpose, flexible spaces
offer varied programming and meaninful
spaces that are designed to attract a
diversity of users and continually address
evolving community needs.

Redevelopment of UHT will reflect the
rich history of this site and be unique
to this specific place. From the First
Nations’ relationship to this great river,
to the artifacts of industry, this site
will thoughtfully preserve these deep
narratives and enhance the North MPLS
identity. Access from neighborhoods and
the city at large directly to the waterfront
will establish this site as a significant
Northside riverfront-oriented destination.

A sustainable approach requires thinking
holistically, about the quality of the natural
environment as well as the use of energy
and the economy. Proactive, environmental
design and redevelopment will improve the
health and wellness of the community by
providing access to nature , physical activity
and social networking. Local businesses
and entrepreneurs will be involved to help
create economic sustainability and vitality.

High quality development within UHT will
benefit the North Minneapolis community
while integrating fully into the park.
Private development at UHT will provide
businesses, a mixture of market-rate
and affordable units, and educational and
community uses in order to enhance the
economic future of North Minneapolis.

UHT will include an enhanced vehicular,
pedestrian, bike, transit and car sharing
system in order to create a site that is
accessible to everyone. A linear parkway
and trail system will eventually tie into the
Grand Rounds Scenic Byway, connecting
North Minneapolis green space to the rest
of the city. The design will exceed ADA
standards and offer a variety of uses to
encourage a diversity of users.

